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A workshop was convened by the Risk Assessment and Toxicology Steering Committee to evaluate the use of physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modelling in chemical risk assessment in relation to human health, particularly within the regulatory context. The participants included scientists experienced in the practice and application of PBPK modelling and representatives from UK Government departments and agencies. The aim of the workshop was to assess the potential of this type of modelling for improving risk assessment in the UK and to make recommendations on areas for future research activity.

PBPK modelling has already undergone significant development, particularly in the USA where it has made a valuable contribution to the risk assessment process, but its application to regulatory activity has been relatively limited.

The workshop participants concluded that the application of PBPK modelling could improve the risk assessment process, bringing potential benefits for government and industry. However, if the UK Government is to make use of this technique, even on an occasional basis, there is a need to develop groups within the UK with experience of using it. These groups could provide a future resource on which to call; they could also apply PBPK modelling to the investigation of wider issues in risk assessment.

**Recommendations**

As a result of the above conclusions a number of recommendations were made, as follows:

- Research and development on PBPK modelling should be undertaken in the UK, to increase knowledge and expertise and as an investment for improving the predictive value of chemical risk assessment.

Several areas of potential future research activity were identified in which research groups could develop their experience and knowledge of PBPK modelling, as well as providing specific outputs; these are summarised below. There are clearly links between these different areas and they should not be seen as necessarily independent. A number of specific recommendations were also made concerning research related to the regulatory application of PBPK modelling.

- Research to develop expanded databases for basic morphological and physiological parameters, particularly for human populations, to be used for PBPK modelling, is to be encouraged; this could be carried out as part of other PBPK modelling research activities.

- New ‘template’ models for defined structurally and/or functionally related chemicals, not already the subject of existing models, should be developed.

- Specific research projects designed to bring together the experience and skills of researchers working on PBPK modelling of industrial chemicals and pesticides and related areas of pharmaceutical research should be undertaken, in order to explore issues of relevance to chemical risk assessment, such as human variability.

- The application of PBPK modelling to biological monitoring in occupational (and other) settings, particularly within the context of establishing guidance values and standards, should be continued.

- Research is needed into the application of PBPK modelling to dosimetry assessment for naturally occurring substances (e.g. in foods).
The application of PBPK modelling to risk assessment in non-human species should be investigated, to facilitate extrapolation between these species; this has direct application to human safety in relation to drug residues in animal tissues and would benefit wider environmental considerations outside the remit of the Risk Assessment and Toxicology Steering Committee.

A cross-government interdepartmental group should be established to coordinate the application of PBPK methods and any government-sponsored research.
1 General introduction

UK Government/Research Councils Initiative on Risk Assessment and Toxicology

A number of UK Government departments have a responsibility for assessing risk to human health from potentially toxic substances that may be found in food, household products, human medicines, the environment or the workplace. Since reliable data from human populations exposed to known levels of a substance are rarely available, except in the case of human medicines, the assessment is often based on animal data. Such an approach has to accommodate the uncertainties inherent in extrapolating from animals to humans, from high to low dose and from one population to another. The uncertainties in the risk assessment process necessitate the adoption of appropriate uncertainty factors to ensure protection. It is clearly desirable to reduce the uncertainties as far as possible and to secure optimal use of resources.

The uncertainties inherent in current methodologies are widely recognised, as is the absence of scientific knowledge to define them more precisely. Recent advances in scientific techniques, such as use of novel biomarkers, in vitro toxicology, molecular modelling and computer simulations, may offer new possibilities. Furthermore, the use of such techniques should contribute to the reduction of animal use and the refinement and replacement of animal tests, a principle to which Government departments and agencies are committed.

Government departments, together with the relevant research councils, have decided to make a co-ordinated drive to pursue these important opportunities. Their commitment was set out in the 1995 UK Government report ‘Forward Look of Government Funded Science, Engineering and Technology’ (HMSO, 1995) and resulted in the establishment of the Government/Research Councils Initiative on Risk Assessment and Toxicology in 1996.

The work of the Initiative is being taken forward by the Risk Assessment and Toxicology Steering Committee, which comprises participants from relevant Government departments and research councils and is co-ordinated from the Medical Research Council’s Institute for Environment and Health. The Initiative aims to stimulate research so that new, improved approaches to chemicals risk assessment can be developed. It does not have its own research funds, but provides a focus, co-ordination and positive encouragement for research financed by individual Government departments or research councils (or consortia of these bodies).

The Steering Committee has organised a series of workshops on different aspects of risk assessment, with the aim of bringing together regulatory toxicologists, policy-makers from government and experts from academic institutions and industry to develop research specifications.

The problems of extrapolation from high to low dose have already been articulated many times. Consequently the Steering Committee decided that it would be useful to hold a workshop on a technique that has the potential to provide a solution. Accordingly a workshop was convened to consider the use of physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modelling in chemical risk assessment. The workshop, which forms the basis of this report, was held in June 1997 in Woodford, Cheshire, UK. The workshop participants included scientists experienced in the practice and application of PBPK modelling and representatives from UK Government departments and agencies.
Aims of the workshop

In the UK little emphasis has so far been placed on PBPK modelling and virtually no use has been made of it in formal regulatory risk assessment processes. The main aim of the workshop was, therefore, to explore the possibilities for using this technique within the UK regulatory framework.

Two aspects were considered at the workshop: first, the general information needed by those responsible for the development of policy on risk assessment within Government departments and/or actively involved in the use of or interested in the application of PBPK modelling to risk assessment (this part of the workshop was sponsored by the Government/Research Councils Initiative on Risk Assessment and Toxicology); and second, technical issues, including practical use of the outputs of PBPK modelling for risk assessment (sponsored by the Health and Safety Laboratory, Sheffield).

Presentations by acknowledged experts from the USA and the UK in the development, practice and application of PBPK modelling, particularly within the regulatory context, provided the workshop with an overview of how PBPK modelling works, how it can be applied in human health chemical risk assessment and how it has been used by risk assessors in the regulatory context, particularly in the USA. Against this background, the workshop considered the following questions.

- What are the current strengths and limitations of PBPK modelling?
- What lessons can be learned from the US experience of the use of PBPK modelling in risk assessment?
- How widely can PBPK modelling be applied (e.g. what about substances with very limited databases)?
- A part from contributing directly to the risk assessment process, how can PBPK modelling be used as an investigative tool, either alone or in combination with experimental studies, to address wider issues within risk assessment such as human population variability, variations in exposure profiles and complex combinations of mixtures?
- Should UK regulatory bodies and Government departments consider, when feasible, the adoption of PBPK modelling as part of their risk assessment approach?
- If so, what does the UK need to do in order to enable the risk assessor to employ these techniques in particular, on a routine basis?
- What research areas can be identified to develop PBPK modelling within the context of chemical risk assessment?

Workshop report

Sections 2, 3, and 4 of this report are based on background papers presented by invited experts at the workshop. Section 2 describes the historical development of PBPK modelling, and outlines the main features of the technique. Section 3 describes models developed for assessing the risk to humans of certain specific chemicals. Various additional aspects of PBPK modelling in risk assessment are dealt with in Section 4 and the conclusions and recommendations arising from the workshop are set out in Section 5. The report concludes with a list of articles cited herein, together with several other selected references relevant to PBPK modelling. The participants in the workshop are listed at the end of the report.

The recommendations, which concern potential areas in which PBPK modelling could be developed as a contribution to risk assessment and the use of such modelling within the UK regulatory framework, will be considered by the Risk Assessment and Toxicology Steering Committee.
2.1 Introduction

The process of assessing the risk associated with human exposure to environmental chemicals inevitably relies on a number of assumptions, estimates and rationalisations. Some of the greatest challenges result from the need to extrapolate outside the range of conditions found in experimental studies. For risk assessments based on animal data, the most obvious extrapolation that has to be performed is from the tested animal species to humans (i.e. the conversion of the animal dose–response relationship to a predicted human dose–response relationship). Furthermore, there is a need to extrapolate beyond the bounds of the animal data, outside of the known dose–response region, to areas of likely human exposure both in terms of level of exposure as well as other factors such as route (e.g. oral versus inhalation) and duration of exposure.

A key consideration for such extrapolation is how and at what rate a substance is absorbed, distributed, metabolised and eliminated (i.e. the pharmacokinetics of the substance) in different species. Various approaches have been developed and employed depending upon the situation in question and the amount of data available. For example, a very simple approach when few data are available may be to assume that the exposure–dose–response relationship in animals for a particular effect is directly equivalent to that in humans; in the case of most end-points, an arbitrary factor may then be applied to allow for uncertainty in that assumption. This uncertainty may be applied as part of the risk assessment process (e.g. in the derivation of an acceptable daily intake) or as part of a risk management process (e.g. in the setting of occupational exposure limits). Alternatively, ‘allometric’ relationships may be used which assume that the rates of absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination of a substance are a function of body size; as the body size varies between species, adjustments to allow for this can be made. Such relatively simple approaches result in default positions which are rather crude in nature and generally employ fairly conservative factors to allow for the uncertainties in the process. It should be noted that in the case of some end-points, such as cancer thought to arise as a direct result of genetic damage induced by a substance (or a metabolite), such approaches would not normally be used in the UK to predict quantitative levels of risk.

A more relevant but also more complex approach is to model the dose or degree of exposure at the level of the target tissue, cell and/or even within the cell both within the experimental species and the human population of interest. This is the philosophy underlying PBPK modelling. PBPK models are therefore intended to evaluate the relationship between external exposure, target tissue dose and biological outcome. A concise overview of the principles of PBPK modelling and highlights of some of the uses to which it has been put in the field of toxicology are given in an article by Andersen (1995).

2.2 Historical background

PBPK modelling has been used for more than 70 years to investigate the disposition (absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination) of drugs and other foreign substances (xenobiotics). It began in 1924 with studies of volatile anaesthetics, using a fairly simple model that specified the role of...
ventilation, blood flow and blood:air solubilities in chemical uptake into the body (Haggard, 1924). This work continued in subsequent decades (Kety, 1951; M apleson, 1962; Riggs, 1963) and, in the 1970s, was extended to metabolised gases of occupational interest (Fiserora-Bergerova, 1975).

PBPK models for pharmaceuticals date from the 1930s (Teorall, 1937). Early work was hampered by computational limitations but by the 1970s it became possible to apply these models for forecasting the disposition of various chemotherapeutic agents (Himmerstein & Lutz, 1979; Gerlowski & Jain, 1983). In toxicology, PBPK models were used to study the pharmacokinetics initially of lipophilic chemicals (Lutz et al., 1977; Bungay et al., 1981; King et al., 1983) and then volatile organic compounds which had been demonstrated to cause cancer in animals and were therefore of interest in chemical risk assessment. The first quantitative model was developed for dichloromethane (DCM) in 1987 (Andersen et al., 1987) and models for a variety of other compounds have since been proposed (Lung, 1991; Krewski et al., 1994; see also Section 3).

2.3 Developing a PBPK model

The structure of a PBPK model is based to as large an extent as practicable on the actual physiological and biochemical structure of the animal being described. Absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion of the chemical are simulated with equations describing actual physiological processes, such as transport in the blood, partitioning into tissues and enzymatic conversion. Thus saturable metabolism and other non-linear biological processes can be incorporated into the model and the dose-dependent behaviour of the chemical in the biological system can be predicted over a wide range of conditions. Of particular importance for risk assessment, the physiological and biochemical parameters in the model can be changed from those for the test species to those which are appropriate for humans in order to perform the animal-to-human extrapolation. The ultimate aim of using PBPK modelling in risk assessment is to provide a measurement of dose which better represents the 'biologically effective dose' — the dose which causally relates to the toxic outcome. The improved figure can then be used in place of traditional dose measurements (such as total amount absorbed) to provide a more accurate extrapolation to human exposure conditions.

The steps involved in developing a PBPK model for risk assessment are:

- specification of the model based on the anatomical/physiological structure of the species of interest and the determinants of disposition and biotransformation of the substance concerned;
- development of a mathematical description of the biological processes involved, including physiological, physicochemical and biochemical constants;
- design of new experiments to test the robustness of the model description;
- collection of the necessary experimental data to confirm or refute the model structure; and
- adjustments to refine the model.

Correct specification of the model is a critical factor in the likely success of the PBPK approach. At a minimum there is a requirement for accurate anatomical and physiological information in the test animals and humans, including data on blood flows, pulmonary ventilation, organ volumes and growth characteristics. Also, in most PBPK models each tissue in the body is depicted as a simple well-stirred box, when in reality organs and tissues are far more complex and it may be important to recognise and incorporate specific features when considering, for example, hepatic elimination or renal excretion.

A sound mechanistic and quantitative understanding of the various factors controlling the rate and extent of absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion of compounds, such as membrane permeability, plasma and tissue binding, and transport and enzymatic processes is also required. With small lipophilic molecules most membranes of the body offer little resistance to permeation and tissue distribution is limited by blood flow; when elimination is also so limited, extrapolation from animals to humans is fairly reliable. However, the situation becomes more complex and extrapolation more difficult with larger and more polar compounds.

Experimental parameters associated with routes and duration of exposure and timing of sampling for tissues and excreta must also be incorporated.

Another important aspect of model specification is the degree of complexity of the whole body structure. The model needs to be sufficiently complex to facilitate accurate extrapolation, but not overly complex. Currently, the choice of the
complexity of the model is somewhat arbitrary and a more formal approach is needed.

In extrapolation to humans, it is generally assumed that drug-specific parameters, such as tissue binding, are the same in all species, so that size alone is the only relevant factor. While this may hold for tissue binding, although not necessarily, it is certainly unlikely to be true for active processes, such as metabolism, and allometric scaling of metabolism as a function of body surface may be used. Furthermore, the increasing abundance of in vitro human systems, for example, hepatic preparations, expression systems and epithelial cell lines, offers the real possibility of confidently predicting the major aspects of in vivo pharmacokinetic behaviour in both animals and humans from in vitro data. This is only likely to occur, however, through careful studies of the important determinants, with a critical eye to the underlying mathematical structures coupled with attention to validation and standardisation.

2.4 Data on hepatic biotransformation

A PBPK model constructed using the physicochemical/partitioning properties of the chemical together with known physiological constants can predict distribution into tissues where no metabolism occurs. However, in the case of the liver, particular problems exist since this organ is not only a distribution site for chemicals but invariably the major site of metabolism. The impact of hepatic biotransformation in modelling is substantial, and it is crucial to the success of the model that in vitro data on biotransformation are incorporated in a judicious manner.

There has been recent notable success in relating the rate of in vitro metabolism with the corresponding events in vivo for certain chemicals. In many cases, prediction of in vivo metabolic clearance can be achieved using in vitro techniques (e.g. Houston, 1994; Houston & Carille, 1997). Michaelis–Menten parameters can be estimated in hepatic microsomes of freshly isolated hepatocytes and scaled from the in vitro situation to provide the corresponding in vivo estimates. PBPK modelling then provides the hepatic clearance estimates. However there is need for caution as the current database on in vitro to in vivo scale-up contains examples of both successes and failures, with no clear indications, to date, of the theoretical requirements for the successful cases. There is clear evidence that it is preferable to use intact cellular systems rather than the subcellular microsomal preparation, presumably as the former minimises the disruption of the environment in which the enzymes(s) normally operate.

The basis of the scaling procedure is the use of the parameter ‘intrinsic clearance’, which is a pure measure of enzyme activity towards a drug in vivo and is not influenced by other physiological determinants of clearance, such as hepatic blood flow or blood binding. Experimentally, intrinsic clearance can often be determined from the ratio of the Michaelis–Menten parameters $V_{\text{max}}$ (maximal velocity of the reaction) and $K_m$ (Michaelis constant).

While these developments are extremely encouraging, since hitherto the value of in vitro metabolising systems was considered to be purely qualitative in nature, the level of success in prediction varies from chemical to chemical. It is important to address the reasons for failure and it is noteworthy that the current approach simplifies several key issues.

2.5 In vivo data

Probe substrates for various isoforms of cytochrome P450 and other drug-metabolising enzymes are now widely used to assess genetic, environmental and ethnic differences in the in vivo metabolism of drugs and other xenobiotics. The key issues in determining variations in drug-metabolising activity in vivo include separation of genetically determined differences (with the aid of genotyping) from differences due to exposure, choice of the best experimental index to use, the selection and number of subjects for study, and the use of objective criteria for assessing multimodality in frequency distributions of in vivo data. In order to avoid misinterpretation and overinterpretation of data, it is essential to have a good understanding of the pharmacokinetic basis of indirect measures of in vivo drug-metabolising activity, and of appropriate statistical procedures for the analysis of frequency distributions. For example, at least six urinary ‘metabolic ratios’ of caffeine have been proposed as empirical probes for in vivo CY P1A2 activity, and their use has led to claims for the frequency distribution of the activity of this enzyme ranging from ‘log normal’ to ‘trimodal’. Computer simulations based on pharmacokinetic-pharmacogenetic models help to visualise the impact of complicating factors (e.g. renal excretion, urine flow rate, parallel and sequential routes of metabolism, time of sampling) on the interpretation of data. Non-specific graphical methods, such as probit plots, continue to be used to define polymorphic drug metabolism.
The latter should be established by hypothesis-testing approaches, with appropriate recognition of assumptions. (See also, Jackson & Tucker, 1986; Jackson et al., 1989a,b; Jackson & Tucker, 1990; Rostami-Hodjjean et al., 1996; Tucker et al., 1998)

2.6 Summary

PBPK modelling could prove an important tool for improving the accuracy of human health risk assessments for hazardous substances in the environment. Proper use of this technique can reduce uncertainties that currently exist in risk assessment procedures by providing more scientifically credible extrapolations across species and routes of exposure, and from high experimental doses to potential environmental exposures. Current applications of PBPK models range from relatively straightforward uses for the extrapolation of chemical kinetics across species, route and duration of exposure to much more demanding chemical risk assessment applications requiring a description of complex pharmacodynamic phenomena, such as mitogenicity and hyperplasia secondary to cytotoxicity. PBPK modelling helps to identify the factors that are most important in determining the health risks associated with exposure to a chemical, and provides a means for estimating the impact of those factors on the average risk to a population and on the specific risk to an individual. The chief challenge in the application of PBPK modelling in human health risk assessment lies in the need to generate chemical-specific data to support the development and validation of the models. Extensive use of rapidly developing in vitro and structure–activity relationship techniques is needed to provide the data required for the large number of hazardous chemicals currently contaminating the environment. Many advances in PBPK modelling have been made over the last two decades. There is every reason to expect greater successes in the future.
3 Applications of PBPK modelling in risk assessment for specific chemicals

3.1 Chloroform

A weight-of-evidence evaluation of the available data indicates that chloroform is not directly genotoxic in mammalian systems and that its hepatic and renal carcinogenicity in rodents is always secondary to cytolethality and regenerative proliferation. Thus the prediction of the exposure–response curve for cytolethality in humans and use of an appropriate uncertainty factor should be sufficient to identify exposure levels without carcinogenic risk.

A PBPK model for chloroform has been developed and extended to include a link between liver dose of chloroform, cytolethality and regenerative cellular proliferation. Versions of the model have been developed for male and female mice and rats, and for humans. Although still in a preliminary form, the model is capable of predicting the relationship between exposure and hepatic and renal cytolethality for any chloroform exposure scenario of interest. Applications have included simulations of chloroform-induced regenerative cellular proliferation in rodents and investigation of a case of human chloroform poisoning, and it is hoped to use the model to predict the risk of cancer in humans from exposure to this chemical. (See also, e.g., Reitz et al., 1990)

3.2 Dichloromethane

The first use of a PBPK model by a government agency in determining the risk from a chemical carcinogen was the reassessment of the inhalation cancer risk from dichloromethane (DCM) by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1987. Inhalation studies in mice showed that DCM, an important solvent used in many industries, increased the incidence of liver and lung cancer. There is strong evidence that the production of a reactive, carcinogenic metabolite by a glutathione-dependent process is responsible for the tumours observed.

In the traditional DCM risk assessment previously proposed by EPA, the relationship between administered dose and tumour response had been assumed to be linear. In contrast, the PBPK tissue dose extrapolation is distinctly non-linear. This occurs because a protective oxidative pathway is favoured at low environmental concentrations, but is readily saturated at the concentrations used in the animal bioassay exposures. In addition, owing to their relatively lower rate of glutathione-dependent metabolism, the tissue dose of the carcinogenic metabolite in humans is significantly lower than that in mice for the same DCM exposure concentration. EPA had previously assumed that humans are more sensitive to carcinogens than mice, not less sensitive as predicted by the PBPK analysis in this case. As a result of the incorporation of DCM pharmacokinetics in the risk assessment, EPA reduced its estimate of the human inhalation risk from this solvent by a factor of approximately ten. (See also, e.g., Andersen et al., 1987; Clewell, 1995a,b).

3.3 Formaldehyde

In a new model for formaldehyde, which has pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic components, computational fluid dynamics software is used to simulate airflow and regional deposition of inhaled formaldehyde in anatomically realistic, digital representations of the nasal air passages of rats and humans. For rats, data are available on formaldehyde-stimulated regenerative cellular proliferation and on DNA–protein cross-links. Both these end-points were measured at sites in the rat nasal respiratory epithelium where tumours arose. Predictions obtained with this software of the relationship between concentration of formaldehyde in inhaled air and the...
corresponding regional flux of formaldehyde allow the flux-cell proliferation and flux-DNA–protein crosslink relationships to be defined. The computational fluid dynamics model for the human nose is then used to define the relationship between formaldehyde concentration in inhaled air and regional flux. The flux-cell proliferation and flux-DNA–protein crosslink relationships as defined for the rat are used in the human model, since no adequate species-specific data sets are available. Using this approach, the relationships between inhaled concentration of formaldehyde, formation of DNA–protein crosslinks, and stimulation of regenerative cellular proliferation for humans can be predicted using an extrapolation method that accounts for anatomical differences in the nasal airways of rodents and humans. Use of these relationships in formaldehyde cancer risk assessment with a benchmark dose approach or a two-stage clonal growth model is currently being investigated. (See also, e.g., Conolly et al., 1992).

3.4 Lead

A recent European Community (EC) directive applying to women workers who are pregnant or breast-feeding, and a Health and Safety Executive (HSE) review of regulations and exposure limits for lead has stimulated renewed interest in occupational lead exposure in women. Concerns have centred on the possible effects to the fetus and breast-fed infant from concurrent maternal exposure and from lead mobilised from body stores as a result of the physiological changes that occur during pregnancy and lactation. The build-up of lead in maternal bone due to previous occupational exposure has been suggested as a potential risk to the fetus or breast-fed infant. The need for extra calcium in pregnancy and lactation may involve increased resorption of calcium from bone, also releasing lead which had been co-deposited with calcium in the mineral structures. For the infant, the expression of lead in maternal breast-milk constitutes a potential variable source of lead uptake in comparison with other dietary sources, such as formula-feed, or exposure routes such as air and dust. The level of lead in breast-milk may reflect both current and historical maternal lead exposure. In monitoring subjects exposed to lead, the widely measured whole-blood lead concentration remains a central parameter for making decisions concerning health risk for both mother and infant.

A number of biokinetic models for lead have been published. They range from empirical solutions to specific data sets and those with much greater physiological realism. Unfortunately calcium metabolism and bone physiology are not similar in humans and small animals, therefore the type of data that can be used for development and validation of any model is limited. A published biokinetic lead model (Leggett, 1993) has been used to describe the build up of lead in bone and to validate two key aspects of the model against recent findings in human in vivo studies. Estimates of the changes in bone resorption and formation rates in pregnancy and lactation, derived from specific biomarkers of these processes, have also been used to modify the original model to take into account these physiological changes. The relationship between lead levels in maternal blood and breast milk over a wide range of maternal exposure remains unclear, although analytical techniques are now adequate to investigate it. A precautionary ratio of breast milk lead to blood lead can be used to estimate the additional lead burden for a breast-fed infant depending on differing maternal exposure scenarios. These investigations may help in the development of risk management strategies for occupationally exposed women in order to ensure protection of the developing fetus and infant.

3.5 Trichloroethylene

For trichloroethylene, there is evidence of increased cell proliferation due to receptor interaction or cytotoxicity in every instance in which tumours are observed in experimental animals, and the tumours typically represent an increase in the incidence of a commonly observed, species-specific lesion. Virtually safe exposure estimates for human exposure to trichloroethylene, predicted with a PBPK model and a margin-of-exposure approach, were higher than those obtained by the conventional low-dose linear approach by a factor of 100 or more. The margin-of-exposure approach is recommended as an alternative to the low-dose linear approach for chemicals with a carcinogenic mode of action which entails increased cell proliferation, leading to the expectation of a highly non-linear cancer dose-response. (See also, e.g., Clewell et al., 1995).

3.6 Vinyl chloride

Recently, at the request of EPA, PBPK modelling was used to produce an integrated oral and inhalation, chronic, non-cancer risk assessment for vinyl chloride. Vinyl chloride is a well-characterised liver toxicant, the effects of which are attributed to production of reactive metabolites, chloroethylene oxide and chloroacetaldehyde. Evidence regarding mode of action includes direct reaction of a
metabolite with DNA, resulting in DNA adducts and mistranscription, and cross-species target-tissue correspondence of a rare tumour type. The no-observed-adverse-effect level calculated using the PBPK dose measurement (amount of vinyl chloride metabolised per gram of liver) was used to derive the proposed oral and inhalation exposure guidelines. Application of the PBPK model made it possible to use a chronic oral study as the critical study for the derivation of both the inhalation and oral exposure guidelines. The oral study was preferred to available subchronic inhalation studies for deriving the chronic inhalation guideline because it had more complete reporting of results and was a lifetime study. Risk estimates for human exposure to vinyl chloride predicted with a PBPK model and the linearised multistage model were lower than those currently used in environmental decision-making by a factor of 30 to 50, and were more consistent with human epidemiological data. (See also, e.g., Clewell et al., 1995; Reitz et al., 1996).

3.7 m-Xylene

A lumped-parameter, one skin-compartment, PBPK model has been developed and used to simulate dermal absorption of m-xylene in humans. In this type of model, the skin is assumed to be a single homogeneous compartment with mass transfer resistance occurring at an infinitesimally thin layer at the air:skin interface.* Volunteers were exposed for 4 hours to air containing m-xylene at a concentration of 50 mg/m³ under controlled conditions in a dynamic exposure chamber in two separate experiments. In the first, total uptake (by inhalation and dermal penetration) was investigated and in the second, volunteers breathed clean air through a mask while being exposed to vapour via the dermal route only. The kinetics of m-xylene were studied by post-exposure measurement of exhaled alveolar air. The model successfully simulated both total and dermal-only exposure. A skin surface area of 1.236 m² was assumed and a permeability constant of 0.005 m/hour was estimated using the model. The shape of the exhaled alveolar air curve following dermal-only exposure was dependent on the value of the skin:air partition coefficient. Estimates made using the model indicate that for m-xylene vapour (under the conditions of the experiment) the dermal route contributes 1.8% of the total systemic dose.

In a third experiment, volunteers were exposed to m-xylene at a concentration of 50 mg/m³ for two 12-hour periods with a 12-hour break. Simulation of the urinary excretion of the major metabolite, methylhippuric acid, was good. The model was used to estimate the dermal exposure concentration required to deliver the same systemic dose as that achieved by inhalation. This provides an indication of the protection afforded by efficient respiratory protective equipment. The model predicted that a dermal exposure concentration of 3000 mg/m³ would be required in order to deliver the same systemic dose as 50 mg/m³ via inhalation.

* This study was funded by HSE, Sheffield, UK and undertaken by the Health and Safety Laboratory, with PBPK analysis of the data performed by the Institute of Occupational Medicine in Edinburgh, UK.
4 Other aspects of PBPK modelling for risk assessment

4.1 The situation in the USA

In 1983, the US National Academy of Sciences (1983) stated that

The dominant analytic difficulty (in risk assessment) is pervasive uncertainty... there is often great uncertainty in the estimates of the types, probability, and magnitude of health effects associated with a chemical agent, (and) of the economic effects of a proposed regulatory action...

At that time and continuing to the present, most risk assessments in the USA, while quantitative, have not been based directly on a scientific understanding of the determinants of the shape of the exposure–response curve for the chemical in question. In the absence of such an understanding, the exposure–response relationship has been characterised using default assumptions that are intended to be conservative and thereby to ensure protection of the public health, although perhaps at the expense of regulating chemicals more stringently than is actually necessary. PBPK modelling has the potential to reduce uncertainty in exposure–response assessments while maintaining the protection of public health and minimising the chance that regulation is unnecessarily stringent.

Partitioning of the overall exposure-toxic response relationship into its pharmacokinetic (exposure–tissue dose) and pharmacodynamic (tissue dose–toxic response) components is useful for the purpose of considering progress toward the goal of reducing uncertainty in risk assessment. The rapid development in recent years of PBPK modelling has dramatically improved understanding of the relationship between exposure to a chemical in the air, drinking-water, or food and the dose that arrives at critical target tissues, such as the liver and kidney in the case of chloroform, or the nasal epithelium in the case of formaldehyde. Moreover, PBPK models have been developed for the mouse and rat strains in which most toxicological data are collected and for the humans of primary concern for risk assessment. Progress in the development of pharmacodynamic models has been much slower, probably because the biochemical mechanisms that comprise pharmacodynamics are typically not well understood.

In most cases, the default assumptions used in the USA for interspecies extrapolation have not distinguished between pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic parameters. For carcinogens, dose is scaled between species as a fractional power of body weight (BW^0.75); for non-carcinogens, an uncertainty factor of ten is used to adjust a rodent dose for use in human risk assessment. Both of these approaches predict that, for a given toxic effect, the required human dose is smaller than the rodent dose, that is humans are more sensitive than rodents. The availability of PBPK models means that interspecies scaling strategies can be partitioned into their pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic components. EPA guidance for inhaled non-carcinogens uses this approach, stating that a factor of three may be used to account for interspecies extrapolation of pharmacodynamic uncertainty when pharmacokinetic uncertainty is addressed with a mechanism-based approach.

Many US laboratories are adding new test protocols to their programmes directed at ascertaining the mechanisms of action of toxic chemicals. In response to the evolving science of toxicology, new guidance from EPA provides an analytical framework for incorporating all relevant mechanistic information. The framework includes evaluation of dosimetry models based on the degree of incorporation of mechanistic determinants of the exposure–dose–response continuum. In characterising the potential cancer risk,
Mathematical models should improve the accuracy of dose–response assessment because the underlying bases of dosimetry and of certain toxicities may have several common features. This will be especially true as the prognostic significance of intermediate lesions in pathogenesis becomes known. For example, chemicals can induce cytotoxicity. Surviving cells may then compensate for that injury by increasing cell proliferation (hyperplasia). If this proliferative activity continues unchecked, it may result in tumours. Thus, the same basic toxic mechanisms may be related to the cancer outcome and to other types of toxic effects. Elucidation of the mechanistic processes underlying the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic components along the exposure–dose–response continuum can be used to reduce uncertainty and define the variability inherent in the extrapolations from laboratory animal data required for dose–response assessment.

4.2 Application of dosimetry models to aid data interpretation

Approaches to dose–response assessment for chemicals have in past years attempted to account adequately for a variety of factors that contribute to interspecies differences in chemical-induced toxicity. The state of the science of contemporary bioassays is now such that mechanistic data are becoming increasingly available for toxicological assessment. Concurrently, mathematical models have become useful for characterising interspecies dosimetry as well as dose–response functions. Mathematical models should improve the accuracy of the various extrapolations required in dose–response assessment because they include explicit descriptions of the major mechanistic determinants of the exposure–dose–response continuum.

Although it is ultimately desirable to have a comprehensive biologically-based dose–response model that incorporates the mechanistic determinants of chemical disposition (deposition, absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination), toxicant–target interactions, and tissue responses, integrated into an overall model of pathogenesis (i.e. characterisation of the entire exposure–dose–response continuum), data to construct such comprehensive models do not exist for the majority of chemicals that require assessment. The availability of key anatomical and physiological parameters for different mammalian species (including humans) and of physicochemical parameters for individual chemicals is an important consideration in the formulation of model structures and in the application of simplifying assumptions to develop default approaches.

Construction of a framework for evaluation of dosimetry models based on the degree of incorporation of mechanistic determinants of the exposure–dose–response continuum provides for iterative development of dosimetry models commensurate with available data. The framework permits integration of diverse data from independent experiments (e.g. general physiological parameters for the animal species, metabolic data for the individual chemical) to predict complex kinetic behaviour. Development of the description of mechanistic processes in an iterative fashion also provides for the capability to ‘lump’ or ‘split’ model structures in an attempt to explore the sensitivity of the exposure–dose–response relationship to different model structures. Such an approach provides for the use of template model structures for use across species and for the reduction of data-testing requirements.

The principles of model formulation also can be used to generate hypotheses, identify areas where research is needed and frame efficient experimental designs. Effective application of these principles requires new approaches to toxicology that are outside routine testing paradigms aimed at elucidating mechanisms of action through hypothesis-driven research. Risk assessment can be improved by reducing uncertainties associated with interspecies extrapolation on this basis.

Assessing the toxicology of inhaled particles and gases is especially challenging, owing to the many
anatomical, physiological and biochemical differences between test species and humans. The various species used in inhalation toxicology studies that typically serve as the basis for dose–response evaluation do not receive identical doses in comparable respiratory tract regions (extrathoracic, tracheobronchial, pulmonary) when exposed to the same aerosol or gas. These differences are important because the toxic effect is more likely to be related to the quantitative pattern of deposition and subsequent distribution, clearance and redistribution than to the exposure concentration. The major processes of particle deposition (interception, impaction, sedimentation, diffusion and electrostatic precipitation) and gas transport (convection, diffusion, absorption, dissolution and chemical reactions) must be integrated with the physicochemical properties of these agents (e.g. particle diameter and hygroscopicity for particles, chemical reactivity and water solubility for gases) in order to describe dosimetry. Consideration of interspecies differences in anatomical factors (gross and microscopic structures, including cell types and location), and physiological (e.g. ventilation rate) and biochemical (e.g. metabolic capabilities and capacities) differences must also be superimposed. Default algorithms need to be developed to account for these factors.

Perhaps the most frequent application of modelling principles is the evaluation of the database for a given chemical. By definition, a database for derivation of an exposure–dose–response estimate for non-cancer toxicity of inhaled exposures should ensure that an adequate number of appropriate potential end-points have been evaluated. If the objective is to derive an estimate for a ‘lifetime’ of exposure, then end-points representative of critical life stages (e.g. developmental and reproductive toxicity) must be included for the database to be considered comprehensive. However, consideration of the physicochemical and toxicokinetic properties of the chemical (e.g. data indicating that significant remote distribution of toxic entities is unlikely) may mitigate the requirements for reproductive and developmental data. Determination of the likelihood of portal-of-entry versus remote effects also underlies guidance on route-to-route extrapolation.

Insight into the key determinants of disposition and toxicity for specific chemicals can thus be used, for example, to evaluate existing databases with a view to determining testing requirements for various hazardous air pollutants, and interpreting available data on chemicals in the same class.

The identification of key processes and mechanistic determinants can aid the development of models and provide for evaluation of chemicals not yet in major production. A parallelogram approach using a PBPK model template has been used to predict the toxicokinetics in humans of HCFC-123, a chemical not yet in production but targeted as a chlorofluorocarbon substitute. The approach was based on analogy of the structure and toxicokinetics of the new chemical to those of halothane, an anaesthetic for which laboratory animal and human data already exist.

Simulation modelling exercises have also been used to help evaluate control strategies and to generate hypotheses used in targeting mechanistic research to improve future scheduled revision of the standard-setting process for particulate matter.

(See also, e.g., Jarabek et al., 1994; Bogdanffy, 1995; Jarabek, 1995a,b,c; Jarabek et al., 1997).

4.3 Population analysis

There has been much recent interest in the area of population pharmacokinetics, which can be loosely defined as the study of the factors that contribute to interindividual variability in pharmacokinetics. Although the field is referred to as population pharmacokinetics there is a compelling case to extend the scope of the studies to include pharmacodynamics. Traditionally, pharmacokinetics studies have involved intensive experimentation in small groups of subjects, often healthy volunteers, in which a relatively large number of blood samples are withdrawn after administration of a medicine. The design and analysis of such experiments is well established. However, there are many situations where only fragmentary data, in some cases only one sample per individual, are available for analysis. With such data, often termed ‘sparse data’, it is not possible to characterise the disposition of a drug in an individual with a pharmacokinetic model that may contain four or more parameters. To make progress, it is better to concentrate, initially at least, on the central trend of the data, that is to determine the population pharmacokinetics, rather than on individual analysis.

Sparse data arise from many experimental settings, including those listed below.

- **Toxicokinetics** Any preclinical animal experiments are terminal, particularly where tissue sampling is involved. Relatively few analyses of sparse data arising from such studies have been reported so far.


- **Neonates** In certain clinical populations, particularly neonates, intensive sampling is not possible, and sparse data are the norm.

- **Tissue samples** Just as with animals, human data obtained from physiological fluids other than plasma, such as synovial fluid, are usually limited, as only one or two samples are drawn per individual.

- **Developing countries** For logistical reasons, large-scale field trials of medicines, such as antimalarials, in developing countries are likely to generate patchy, incomplete data.

- **Phase III and IV drug development** Large-scale clinical trials undertaken during Phase III of a drug’s development and during early marketing, Phase IV, are mainly efficacy and safety studies. Consequently, few blood samples are drawn, although recently there has been a heightened awareness of the potential pharmacokinetic information in data from such samples.

The analysis of sparse data, combining information across individuals, requires specialised data analysis techniques and sophisticated software. Several approaches to the analysis of data arising from nonlinear mixed-effect models have been suggested.

PBPK modelling of preclinical animal data has been used to study the relationship between the chemical structure of a homologous series of barbiturates and their pharmacokinetic behaviour. The drugs studied were administered by intravenous bolus to rats. The data set contains tissue profiles for 16 body tissues/organs. The general structural model developed consists of the 18-compartment whole-body PBPK model of the series and the relationship between the drug-dependent parameters (partition coefficients and total clearance) and the lipophilicity of the compounds. In this way, the lipophilicity of the drug can be looked upon as a covariate for the tissue kinetics and NONMEM has been applied for the parametric identification of the general model.

(See also, e.g., Arons, 1996; Blakey et al., 1997; Nestorov et al., 1998)

### 4.4 Lung particulates

Mathematical models have been used to produce a quantitative description of the retention and clearance mechanisms of inhaled particles in the alveolar region of the lung. Earlier models described these mechanisms during chronic exposure in terms of few compartments, namely, clearance to the tracheobronchial region, transfer to lymph nodes, sequestration of particles and unloading of clearance mechanisms. More recent modelling at the Institute of Occupational Medicine has focused on the cellular mechanisms involved in the clearance of particulate dusts from the lung.

The model describes: (1) phagocytosis of particles by resident alveolar macrophages; (2) necrosis of macrophages and the subsequent release of clusters of particles onto the alveolar surface; (3) the inflammatory recruitment of alveolar macrophages and neutrophils in response to cell necrosis caused by phagocytosis of particles; and (4) the interstitialisation of free particles on the alveolar surface — once in the interstitium, particles may be phagocytosed by interstitial macrophages, and eventually transferred to the hilar lymph nodes.

The model was originally developed and tested with data from inhalation studies with rats exposed to a low-toxicity dust, titanium dioxide, or a cytotoxic dust, quartz. Currently, the model is being extended to describe the retention and clearance of short fibres (length <20 mm) and the disappearance of long fibres (length >20 mm). The general structure of the model can be modified to describe the retention/clearance of environmental pollutants such as ultrafine particles. The model has been used to design short-term inhalation studies with two low-toxicity dusts (titanium dioxide and barium sulphate) and predict the no-observed-adverse-effect level for each dust.

Finally, since the model is physiologically based, it is possible to extrapolate data from animal studies to humans by changing the appropriate model parameters. Current research will examine the feasibility of such extrapolation by using the model to predict the lung burden of coalminers at autopsy in relation to their estimated lifetime exposures.
PBPK modelling, sometimes referred to as ‘dosimetry modelling’, essentially addresses the refinement and reduction of uncertainty in estimating, in humans or any other species, the target tissue dose for toxic chemicals or their metabolites, where these are responsible for the toxic effect. In the case of extrapolation from experimental species to humans, PBPK modelling helps to reduce the uncertainty resulting from different exposure conditions by calculating equivalent tissue dose(s) producing the same level(s) of effect. Similarly, within the same species (e.g. humans) the uncertainty in extrapolating from high to low dose and across differing exposure profiles can be reduced. The technique also provides a methodology for organising information in a formal manner and providing greater transparency in the dosimetry component of the risk assessment process. This approach therefore offers the opportunity to identify and clarify areas of uncertainty, permitting more focused research and understanding, with a view to improving chemical risk assessment in relation to human health. Further research and development is needed to improve knowledge and expertise in this field in the UK.

**PBPK modelling: Research and development needs**

Although there have been significant advances and models now exist for a substantial number of substances, PBPK modelling still has limitations in respect of the procedures employed and its application to risk assessment. The models depend on a knowledge of the basic morphology and physiology of the species to which they are applied. However, current models have been developed on the basis of relatively limited data, in particular for humans. For example, data relating to different age groups are rarely available, yet they are important in ensuring that the models are appropriate for the population of concern; a model used to estimate tissue doses in the average adult human may not be suitable for application to the young or old in the population. The accumulation of such basic information, in order to expand the available databases for a number of key species, would be relatively straightforward and could employ new non-invasive technologies, particularly for humans. In some instances, all that may be required to produce a usable resource is for existing data sources to be combined. Such basic information would also be of value in helping with mechanistic understanding and interpretation in toxicology, irrespective of its value in the application of PBPK modelling (e.g. comparative nasal air-flows in rats and humans in relation to formaldehyde; intra- and interspecies variations in the expression of xenobiotic biotransforming enzymes).

Research to develop expanded databases for basic morphological and physiological parameters, particularly for human populations, to be used for PBPK modelling, is to be encouraged; this could be carried out as part of other PBPK modelling research activities.

Current PBPK modelling is largely substance-specific and requires relatively detailed data sets on each substance. In most cases, the data required to perform the modelling would not normally be submitted as part of a standard regulatory package. However, once a model has been developed for a specific substance it has the potential for use as a ‘template’ model for other substances with similar modes of action and structural and physicochemical properties. The template approach has already been used but there is scope for significant expansion in this area. Information on structure–activity relationships could be particularly useful in developing template models. There has been relatively little activity in exploring the remaining uncertainties in relation to the data used and the application of the models. The development and testing (i.e. validation) of
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5 Conclusions and recommendations
templates within groups of chemicals would therefore also provide a useful means of exploring these uncertainties and of identifying those general and specific factors in both the overall strategy of PBPK modelling and in specific models (and also the data) that are critical to the development and use of PBPK modelling.

New ‘template’ models for defined structurally and/or functionally related chemicals, not already the subject of existing models, should be developed.

Much of the PBPK modelling work undertaken in relation to pharmaceuticals has focused on the way variability within populations may affect response to pharmaceuticals and the approaches needed to account for this in terms of practical measurements (e.g. in vitro testing) and mathematical modelling. Workers in this field have gained significant experience which could usefully be applied to the use of PBPK modelling in chemical risk assessment. For example, human pharmacokinetic data are available on many substances and could be used to validate many aspects of the use of animal and in vitro data, as well as any particular model, not only in predicting the mean performance in humans but also in testing the confidence of the prediction. However, in the UK there is relatively little interaction or even awareness between the two fields of activity. Significant advances in the application of PBPK modelling to risk assessment (and risk assessment itself) could be made by supporting practical interaction (i.e. joint projects) between groups involved in the two areas. Human variability is one topic of shared interest. Various mathematical techniques (e.g. Monte Carlo simulations) have been applied to take human individual variability into account in PBPK modelling for specific defined situations, for example with industrial chemicals. In pharmaceutical research, techniques such as population pharmacokinetics have been developed to investigate population variability using sparse data sets. There may be significant benefits in applying this experience to PBPK modelling for chemical risk assessment.

Specific research projects designed to bring together the experience and skills of researchers working on PBPK modelling of industrial chemicals and pesticides and related areas of pharmaceutical research should be undertaken, in order to explore issues of relevance to chemical risk assessment, such as human variability.

### Regulatory application

Although PBPK modelling for chemical risk assessment has undergone significant development in the USA, its application to regulatory activity appears to have been relatively limited. Where it has been used in the USA, it has proved successful, making a useful contribution to the risk assessment process.

In the UK, a great deal of weight is placed on mechanistic considerations in chemical risk assessment. In some respects these considerations contain elements akin to an informal PBPK assessment. PBPK modelling provides information linking exposure and tissue dose and should only be used in the light of available toxicity information. However, where effects seen in animals are considered to be of relevance to human health then the use of mechanistic data to improve human target tissue dosimetry would be of significant value in improving the overall risk assessment process. There is concern that PBPK modelling only deals with dosimetry and is still a developing methodology. There are also concerns about the effort and cost involved in generating the essentially compound specific data needed for PBPK modelling, which would probably only be justified for commercially important substances, where the existing data package suggests a low margin of safety and thus raised concerns. Nevertheless, PBPK modelling does allow for the integration of diverse data and provides a structured framework permitting the organisation of data so that key parameters and processes are more clearly defined and appreciated. This in itself helps to highlight and direct areas for research, which in turn helps not only to improve the modelling process but also to provide information about the suitability of default assumptions and procedures. Thus this is an iterative process helping to refine and improve knowledge.

For the UK regulatory framework, PBPK modelling is a new field of interest with considerable potential benefits to government and industry. Nevertheless, it is felt that the UK should adopt a cautious approach with respect to changing current practice in chemical risk assessment until more experience and confidence have been gained with this technique. Certainly PBPK modelling should not be seen as an immediate alternative to current practice but as an iterative process that may be used by the risk assessor, particularly within the regulatory framework and most probably on a substance-by-substance basis, to help improve the risk assessment process. Eventually PBPK
modelling may provide an alternative to some of the default assumptions used in the current risk assessment process but this is likely to be a long-term goal, at least in the UK. However, in order to be able to use (even if only on an occasional basis) such a tool in any meaningful manner, some independent experience and expertise in the field needs to be established. Moreover, viewed from an academic perspective, a commitment to continuing funding would be needed in order to create relatively stable groups of workers of critical mass producing appropriately-trained personnel. Despite the need for caution in applying such PBPK models to risk assessment in a formal manner in the UK, the potential improvements such an approach could bring are acknowledged. PBPK modelling may benefit risk assessment by providing improved information on tissue dosimetry and variations between species and individuals.

Research and development on PBPK modelling in human health chemical risk assessment should be undertaken to increase knowledge and expertise in this area in the UK and as an investment for improving the predictive value of such assessments.

In the occupational setting in the USA, PBPK modelling has seen significant use in the development of Biological Exposure Indices™ by the ACGIH (BEIs™ are measures of a substance or metabolite in biological media and are used to assess adequacy of control of exposure) Such approaches are starting to be used in the UK by HSE. Furthermore, the application of PBPK modelling to data gathered from studies in humans for the development of biological monitoring standards is seen to provide the opportunity to investigate issues of human variability, particularly when other forms of analysis used for pharmaceutical research are also applied. Continuation of this activity in the UK will increase knowledge and experience in the field.

The application of PBPK modelling to biological monitoring in occupational (and other) settings, particularly within the context of establishing guidance values and standards, should be continued.

Another area in which PBPK modelling may be of potential benefit to regulatory activity is in the assessment of endogenous substances in food, for example, consideration of the balance between a substance (e.g. vitamin A) which is a nutritional requirement and its potential to cause adverse health effects at higher body burdens. However, no single industry currently has a specific responsibility that would lead to significant research being conducted to consider the fate of naturally-occurring chemicals in the human population.

Research is needed into the application of PBPK modelling to dosimetry assessment for naturally occurring substances (e.g. in foods).

In addition to their use in human health risk assessment, PBPK modelling techniques can also be applied to other species, for example, in the prediction of residue levels in the edible tissues of minor food-producing species — a concern with respect to the consumer. Although residue studies (and thus data) are available for the major species, generation of residues data for minor species can be financially uneconomical, potentially restricting the availability of veterinary medicines for these species. PBPK modelling may provide an alternative way of estimating residue levels. PBPK modelling can also be applied to environmental risk assessment for non-human species, perhaps using the technique to identify potential 'receptor organisms' and/or to simulate the fate of specific substances in environmentally relevant species. However, species-specific biological and physiological parameters are needed for the species of interest.

The application of PBPK modelling to risk assessment in non-human species should be investigated, to facilitate extrapolation between these species; this has direct application to human safety in relation to drug residues in animal tissues and would also have benefits to wider environmental considerations outside the remit of the Risk Assessment and Toxicology Steering Committee.

PBPK modelling may prove useful in informing the need for data-gathering and the targeting of toxicity testing within the regulatory context. The general regulatory approach to toxicity testing is to require a basic set of information and then, depending on issues such as levels of supply, potential for exposure and/or identified concerns or gaps in knowledge, to call for further testing as necessary. Clearly there are a number of ethical (e.g. animal usage) and resource considerations in the development of such testing requirements. Often there may be uncertainty about the value of carrying out particular tests. For example, if a gaseous substance expresses its activity essentially locally in the respiratory tract then is it necessary to carry out testing to investigate its potential chronic oral or reproductive toxicity? Similarly, if a substance acts systemically and the effect is expressed independently of exposure route, then why test by expensive inhalation exposure if a comprehensive oral database already exists? In the USA, much use has been made of PBPK modelling for route-to-route extrapolation, demonstrating that it can provide a valuable tool in helping to inform the decisions on the need to carry out testing. In the UK, any practical activity in this area is likely
to be handled on a case-by-case basis within individual Government departments. However, there is a need to ensure consistency of approach between departments and the availability of independent expertise within the UK on which they can call.

The validation and quality assurance of models and the associated implementation with respect to regulatory activity will be critical. There is the obvious need to ensure that the outputs of any methods are representative of the real situation they are intended to simulate. This is the case for current default approaches in risk assessment which are not necessarily biologically motivated but default to be protective rather than predictive. A move towards predictive approaches, such as PBPK modelling, could increase the accuracy of risk assessment. However, there is a need for clarity and transparency in the way assumptions are made in a particular model and in determining what the consequences of deviating from these assumptions might be. It is also important that those using a model should understand its principles and limitations, and apply it correctly; some form of ‘peer-review’ process may be useful in this regard.

In the UK regulatory setting, formal rules for the application of PBPK modelling in chemical risk assessment are probably not required. However, it is essential to ensure consistency and provide confidence in the application of the technique, and appropriate guidance will be needed. Input from industry could be useful in this connection.

UK Government departments currently have differing levels of knowledge, views and interests in PBPK modelling and its application to risk assessment. Some departments have already undertaken limited initiatives in this field but there is little coordination of such activity.

For the UK regulatory framework, PBPK modelling is a new field of interest, with considerable potential benefits to government and industry. If adopted by Government departments, there is a need for a consistent approach.

A cross-government interdepartmental group should be established to co-ordinate the application of PBPK methods and any government-sponsored research.

Such a group would comprise an informal network of regulatory toxicologists. The remit of the group should be to develop guidance on the use of PBPK modelling in chemical risk assessment in the regulatory framework in order to ensure consistency of approach between departments.
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